Genetic, environmental and maternal influences on embryonic cardiac rhythms.
The relative roles of an animal's genetic constituents and environmental factors in influencing physiological variables such has heart rate have not been extensively investigated. This paper considers how heart rate patterns in the developing animal can be regulated, and how a combination of 'nature' and 'nurture' may interact to produce discrete patterns of heart rate change during development. The concept of the 'developmental trajectory' is evoked to generate a conceptual framework for how physiological development can be perturbed by environmental factors. Data are provided from three species showing how 'clutch-effects' (the fact that siblings perform physiologically much more similarly than non-siblings) can greatly influence the variance observed when collecting data on heart rate during development. Finally, so-called 'maternal effects', which are the influences on embryos of environmental experiences of the parents, are discussed as potentially confounding effects in the study of the genetic basis for physiological patterns of change during development.